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Abstract — We present a statistical analysis of the cumulative impact of random traps (RTs) and dopants (RDs)
on hot-carrier degradation (HCD) in n-channel FinFETs.
Calculations are performed at three combinations of high
stress voltages and for conditions close to the operating regime. We generate 200 different configurations of
devices with RDs and subsequently solve the Boltzmann
transport equation to obtain the continuous interface trap
concentration N it . These deterministic densities N it for each
individual configuration are randomized and converted to
200 different configurations of RTs, yielding a total amount
of 40,000 samples in our study. The analysis shows that
at high stress voltages (with both RTs and RDs taken into
account) probability densities of linear drain currents and
device lifetimes are close to a bi-modal normal distribution,
while in the operating regime such a trend is not visible.
Index Terms — Hot-carrier degradation, random traps,
random dopants, variability, physical modeling, FinFETs,
carrier transport, interface traps.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N SCALED field-effect transistors (FETs) with dimensions
shrunk beyond the sub-decananometer range, sample-tosample variability of device characteristics becomes an important issue. Such statistical scatter can be due to various reasons,
including fluctuations in the oxide thickness [1], [2], disorder
at the semiconductor/dielectric interface [3], work-function
variations [4], and random placement of doping atoms [5].
Although in mature technologies the first three concerns are
mitigated, the problem of random dopant (RD) variability
still persists and has been reported by semiconductor manufacturers [6], [7]. Moreover, a deterministic description of
reliability issues in short-channel devices is not sufficient
because degradation is driven by generation of discrete random
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of RDs (a) and RTs (b) in the FinFET.

traps (RTs) which results in time-dependent variability of
device characteristics [8], [9].
Among reliability issues, hot-carrier degradation (HCD) has
repeatedly been reported [10], [11] to be the most detrimental
one. Nevertheless, there is a very limited number of letter
presenting experimental investigations of variability induced
by HCD [9], [12]–[14]. The few modeling approaches to HCD
variability are limited to phenomenological descriptions and do
not address the complex physical picture of HCD [15]–[18].
To the best of our knowledge, the only model which employs
a physics-based description of HCD variability has been
used in a recent letter by Bottini et al. [19]. However, this
approach considers only the single-carrier (SC) mechanism
of the reaction transforming neutral precursors (Si-H bonds)
to electrically active traps (Pb centers). This is because the
authors of [19] investigate HCD in devices stressed at high
voltages where the SC-mechanism is dominant. However, in
ultra-scaled devices, HCD is governed by a mixture of SCand multiple-carrier (MC) processes [20]–[22] and therefore
the MC-mechanism must also be considered.
In our recent publications we performed a statistical analysis
of the impact of RDs on HCD in FinFETs [23], [24]. However,
this analysis did not address RT induced variability and
therefore the subject of this work is to extend our approach to
capture also the impact of RTs on HCD.
II. T HE M ODELING F RAMEWORK
The statistical analysis of HCD is based on our deterministic
model for HCD [21], [25]. This model assumes that HCD is
driven by the reaction which converts Si-H bonds (neutral precursors) to Si dangling bonds (electrically active traps). Bond
rupture is driven by two competing pathways, i.e. by MC- and
SC-mechanisms, which are self-consistently modeled within
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Fig. 2. The total number of interface traps generated during HC stress for all four combinations of stress voltages. Plotted are numbers for each
particular “sample”, the average (over the ensemble) value, and the number of traps obtained with the continuous N  (labeled deterministic).

Fig. 3. Probit plots of Id,lin distributions for three stress time steps for all combinations of applied voltages computed with the impact of RTs only
(upper row) and considering the cumulative impact of RTs and RDs (lower row).

our framework. The rates of these processes are calculated
based on carrier energy distribution functions (DFs) [26].
The bonding energy is considered to be a normally distributed
quantity with the mean value E a  of 2.56 eV and the standard
deviation σE determined by the device fabrication process.
Let us emphasize that this value of E a  corresponds to the
stretching vibrational mode of the Si-H bond (more details
are given in [25]) and is consistent with experimental data
[27]. Note that we do not consider charge trapping by border
traps. This is because our previous studies conducted using the
same FinFETs as in this work [28] showed no recovery of the
degradation traces after removal of HC stress, while charge
capture by border traps results in recoverable damage [8].
This deterministic model was calibrated against HCD data
over a wide class of devices including high-voltage transistors
[29] and FinFETs [30]. The latter devices – nFinFETs with
a channel length of 28 nm, high-k stack consisting of SiO2
and HfO2 layers with an EOT of 1.2 nm, and an operating
voltage Vdd = 1.0 V – are used in the current study. The
continuous doping profiles were obtained with the Sentaurus
Process simulator; this device structure was used to calibrate
the deterministic version of the model [30] (the corresponding
results are labeled as “deterministic” or “nominal”).
In our previous publication [30] we showed that the deterministic model can accurately reproduce relative changes of
the linear drain current Id,lin (Id,lin corresponds to the drain
voltage Vds of 0.05 V and the gate voltage Vgs of 1.0 V)
recorded during HC stress at three combinations of stress
voltages: Vgs = 1.7 V, Vds = 1.6 V; Vgs = 1.8 V, Vds =
1.7 V and Vgs = 1.9 V, Vds = 1.8 V. Model calibration was
performed by adjusting only four model parameters: the cross
sections of the SC- and MC-mechanisms, the concentration of
(0)
) as well as the standard deviation
pristine Si-H bonds (NSi−H
(0)
σE . The values obtained are: NSi−H ∼6×1012cm−3 and σE =
0.35 eV; as for the cross sections, they are ∼10−17 cm2 and
∼5×10−19cm2 for the SC- and MC-mechanisms, respectively
(these cross sections are close to those reported in [25]). In this
study we use the aforementioned pairs of {Vgs , Vds } as well

as a milder “stress” regime at the expected operating Vdd , i.e.
Vgs = Vds = 1.0 V.
Then the structure with continuous doping profiles was
subjected to randomization and 200 “samples” with different
configurations of RDs were generated (Fig. 1a); more details
are given in [23], [24]. For each of these samples we solved
the Boltzmann transport equation, obtained carrier DFs and
then calculated the continuous interface state densities Nit for
each point at the Si/SiO2 interface and each stress time step t.
These concentrations were then converted to average numbers
of traps contained in each mesh cell (evaluated as a product
of local Nit and the 2D cell area) and randomized using a
Poisson random number generator. An important aspect of
this procedure was to ensure that the number of traps in each
mesh cell does not decrease with time, i.e. traps which were
created in a previous step do not further disappear due to
randomization artifacts. Note that for each continuous density
Nit , 200 “samples” with discrete traps were created resulting
in a total of 200 × 200 = 40, 000 “samples” (each with a
unique configuration of RDs and RTs at each t).
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Fig. 2 shows the total numbers of interface traps (in the
entire devices) plotted vs. t for each “sample”. One can see
that the average (over the ensemble) number of interface
traps coincides with the number evaluated with the continuous
concentration Nit . Fig. 3 depicts distributions of the linear
drain current Id,lin (corresponds to Vds = 0.05 V and Vgs =
Vdd ) evaluated for three stress time steps (t = 2, 100, and
2000 s) with the impact of RTs only and with the combined
impact of RDs and RTs. If only RTs are taken into account the
currents are almost normally distributed with some deviations
appearing at longer t or higher stress biases (note that the
Id,lin distributions obtained with the impact of RDs show a
similar behavior [24]). If the impact of RDs is also taken into
account, the distributions demonstrate bi-modality, which is
not pronounced at Vgs = Vds = 1.0 V.
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Fig. 4. Ensembles of ΔId,lin (t) traces (upper row) and evolutions of the ΔId,lin distributions (lower row) with time modeled for all combinations of
applied voltages.

Fig. 5. Probit plots of device lifetime distributions obtained with the impact of RTs only (square symbols) and considering the cumulative effect of
RTs and RDs (circles).

Another important feature visible in Fig. 3 is that the impact
of RDs widens the distributions and shifts them towards higher
Id,lin values. In other words, the impact of RDs weakens HCD
and broadens statistical variations of degradation characteristics; such a behavior is consistent with our results reported in
[23], [24], [31].
Fig. 4 shows the ensembles of normalized (to the
Id,lin (t = 0) value) changes in the linear drain current Id,lin
with time as well as the probability densities of Id,lin
calculated for the same stress time steps as in Fig. 3. From
Fig. 4 one can see that considering RDs widens the ensembles
of Id,lin (t) traces and leads to average (over the entire
ensemble) Id,lin (t) curves with values lower than predicted
by the deterministic model (see [23], [24] for details). As for
Id,lin distributions, they are close to a bi-modal normal
distribution and this behavior becomes more prominent under
more severe stresses; at Vgs = Vds = 1.0 V the bi-modality is
not pronounced.
The Id,lin (t) traces from Fig. 4 were used to extract device
lifetimes (based on the criterion Id,lin = 0.1) which are
arranged into probit plots, Fig. 5. From the lifetime probability
densities we conclude that the impact of RTs and RDs leads
to two different slopes of the bi-modal normal distributions
obtained at higher Vds , Vgs . This tendency is consistent with
recently published measurement results and with the multimodal defect-centric framework [32]. However, at Vgs =
Vds = 1.0 V the lifetime distribution has a substantially
different shape and the bi-modality is not pronounced. This
significantly complicates backward lifetime extrapolation from
stress conditions to the operating regime and confirms that a
full stochastic treatment of HCD is required.
The bi-modality featured by the Id,lin , Id,lin , and lifetime
distributions stems from the impacts of RDs and RTs. Indeed,

RDs are distributed throughout the device bulk and determine
the electrostatics of the entire device. In contrast, RTs are
located at the interface and their density Nit peaks near the
device drain, thereby impacting the device electrostatics and
the carrier mobility only locally. Let us emphasize that in
all cases the bi-modality is pronounced only at high stress
voltages or long stress times, i.e. during weak/short HC stress
the impact of RTs on the aforementioned distributions is less
pronounced. This is because at weak stress the MC-mechanism
is dominant and creates damage which is less localized compared to the typical mixture of MC- and SC-mechanisms (Nit
can be high even near the source [33]–[35]). This scenario
is very similar to variability induced by bias temperature
instability, which is reduced compared to HCD variability,
as we discussed in [9].
IV. C ONCLUSION
We performed a statistical analysis of the cumulative impact
of randomly generated (during hot-carrier stress) traps and random dopants on n-channel FinFET characteristics. We showed
that at higher Vgs , Vds conditions, Id,lin , Id,lin , and device
lifetimes obey bi-modal normal distributions, while at Vgs =
Vds = 1.0 V the bi-modality is not visible. This hinders
projections to operating conditions and lifetime extrapolation
and suggests that stochastic treatment of HCD is needed.
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